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Abstract In this article we offer a new interpretation of the
T-dualization procedure of type II superstring theory in the
double space framework. We use the ghost free action of type
II superstring in pure spinor formulation in approximation
of constant background fields up to the quadratic terms. T-
dualization along any subset of the initial coordinates, xa , is
equivalent to the permutation of this subset with subset of the
corresponding T-dual coordinates, ya , in double space coor-
dinate ZM = (xμ, yμ). Requiring that the T-dual transfor-
mation law after the exchange xa ↔ ya has the same form as
the initial one, we obtain the T-dual NS–NS and NS–R back-
ground fields. The T-dual R–R field strength is determined up
to one arbitrary constant under some assumptions. The com-
patibility between supersymmetry and T-duality produces a
change of bar spinors and R–R field strength. If we dualize
an odd number of dimensions xa , such a change flips type
IIA/B to type II B/A. If we T-dualize the time-like direction,
one imaginary unit i maps type II superstring theories to type
II� ones.

1 Introduction

T-duality is a fundamental feature of string theory [1–8]. As
a consequence of T-duality there is no physical difference
between string theory compactified on a circle of radius R
and circle of radius 1/R. This conclusion can be generalized
to tori of various dimensions.

The mathematical realization of T-duality is given by
Buscher T-dualization procedure [4,5]. If the background
fields have global isometries along some directions then we
can localize that symmetry introducing gauge fields. The
next step is to add the new term in the action with Lagrange
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multipliers which forces these gauge fields to be unphysical.
Finally, we can use gauge freedom to fix initial coordinates.
Varying this gauge fixed action with respect to the Lagrange
multipliers one gets the initial action and varying with respect
to the gauge fields one gets the T-dual action.

Buscher T-dualization can be applied along directions on
which background fields do not depend [4–10]. Such a proce-
dure was used in Refs. [11–18] in the context of closed string
noncommutativity. There is a generalized Buscher procedure
which deals with background fields depending on all coor-
dinates. The generalized procedure was applied to the case
of bosonic string moving in the weakly curved background
[19,20]. It leads directly to closed string noncommutativity
[21].

The Buscher procedure can be considered as the defini-
tion of T-dualization. But there are also other frameworks
in which we can represent T-dualization which must be in
accordance with the Buscher procedure. Here we talk about
the double space formalism which was the subject of the arti-
cles about 20 years ago [22–26]. Double space is spanned by
coordinates ZM = (xμ, yμ) (μ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , D−1), where
xμ and yμ are the coordinates of the D-dimensional initial
and T-dual space-time, respectively. Interest for this subject
emerged again with Refs. [27–34], where T-duality is related
with O(d, d) transformations. The approach of Ref. [22] has
been recently improved when the T-dualization along some
subset of the initial and corresponding subset of the T-dual
coordinates has been interpreted as permutation of these sub-
sets in the double space coordinates [35,36].

Let us motivate our interest in this subject. It is well known
that T-duality is important feature in understanding M-theory.
In fact, five consistent superstring theories are connected by
a web of T and S dualities. In the beginning we are going
to pay attention to the T-duality. To obtain formulation of
M-theory it is not enough to find all corresponding T-dual
theories. We must construct one theory which contains the
initial theory and all corresponding T-dual ones.
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We have succeeded to realize such program in the bosonic
case, for both constant and weakly curved background. In
Refs. [35,36] we doubled all bosonic coordinates and obtain
the theory which contains the initial and all corresponding T-
dual theories. In such theory T-dualization along an arbitrary
set of coordinates xa is equivalent to replacement of these
coordinates with the corresponding T-dual ones, ya . There-
fore, T-duality in double space becomes symmetry transfor-
mation with respect to permutation group.

Performing T-duality in supersymmetric case generates
new problems. In the present paper we are going to extend
such an approach to the type II theories. In fact, doubling all
bosonic coordinates we have unified types IIA, IIB as well
as type II� [37] (obtained by T-dualization along time-like
direction) theories. We expect that such a program could be
a step toward better understanding M-theory.

In the present article we apply the approach of Refs. [35,
36] in the cases of complete (along all bosonic coordinates)
and partial (subset of the bosonic coordinates) T-dualization
of the type II superstring theory [1–3]. We use ghost free
type II superstring theory in pure spinor formulation [33,38–
44] in the approximation of constant background fields and
up to the quadratic terms. This action is obtained from the
general type II superstring action [45] which is given in the
form of an expansion in powers of fermionic coordinates θα

and θ̄ α . In the first step of our consideration we will limit
our analysis to the basic term of the action neglecting θα

and θ̄ α dependent terms. Later, in the discussion of proper
fermionic variables, using an iterative procedure [45], we
take into consideration higher power terms and restore the
supersymmetric invariants �

μ
±, dα and d̄α as variables in the

theory.
Rewriting the T-dual transformation laws in terms of the

double space coordinates ZM we introduce the generalized
metric HMN and the generalized current J±M . The permu-
tation matrix (T a)MN exchanges the places of xa and ya ,
where the index a marks the directions along which we
make T-dualization. The basic request is that T-dual dou-
ble space coordinates, a ZM = (T a)MN ZN , satisfy the
transformation law of the same form as initial coordinates,
ZM . It produces the expressions for the T-dual generalized
metric, aHMN = (T aHT a)MN , and the T-dual current,

a J±M = (T a J±)M . This is equivalent to the requirement that
transformations of the coordinates and background fields,
ZM → a ZM , HMN → aHMN and J±M → a J±M , are
symmetry transformations of the double space action. From
transformation of the generalized metric we obtain T-dual
NS–NS background fields and from transformation of the
current we obtain T-dual NS–R fields.

The supersymmetry case includes the new features in both
the Buscher and the double space T-duality approaches. In
the bosonic case the left and right world-sheet chiralities
have different T-duality transformations. It implies that in T-

dual theory two fermionic coordinates, θα and θ̄ α , and corre-
sponding canonically conjugated momenta, πα and π̄α (with
different world-sheet chiralities), have different supersym-
metry transformations. As shown in [46,47] it is possible
to make a supersymmetry transformation in T-dual theory
unique if we change one world-sheet chirality sector. There-
fore, compatibility between supersymmetry and T-duality
can be achieved by action on the bar variables with the oper-
ator a�, •π̄α = a�α

β
aπ̄β . As a consequence of the relation

	11
a� = (−1)d a�	11 it follows that such transformations

for odd d change space-time chiralities of the bar spinors. In
such a way the operator a� for odd d maps type IIA/B to
type IIB/A theory. Here d denotes the number of T-dualized
directions.

There is one difference compared with the bosonic string
case [35,36] where all results from the Buscher procedure
were reproduced. In the T-dual transformation laws of type
II superstring theory the R–R field strength Fαβ does not
appear. The reason is that R–R field strength couples only
with the fermionic degrees of freedom, which are not dual-
ized. This is in analogy with the term ∂+xi�+i j∂−x j in the
bosonic case, where background field�+i j couples only with
coordinates xi , which are undualized [27–29]. To reproduce
the Buscher form of the T-dual R–R field strength we should
make some additional assumptions.

There is an appendix, which contains the block-wise
expressions for the tensors used in this article and useful
relations.

2 Buscher T-dualization of type II superstring theory

In this section we will consider type II superstring action
in pure spinor formulation [38,43,44] in the approximation
of constant background fields and up to the quadratic terms.
Then we will give the overview of the results obtained by
Buscher T-dualization procedure [9,10,46,47].

2.1 Type II superstring in pure spinor formulation

The sigma model action for the type II superstring of Ref.
[45] is of the form

S =
∫

�

d2ξ(XT )M AMN X̄ N + Sλ + Sλ̄, (2.1)

where the vectors XM and X̄ N are left and right chiral super-
symmetric variables,

XM =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

∂+θα

�
μ
+

dα
1
2 N

μν
+

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , X̄ N =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

∂−θ̄ α

�
μ
−

d̄α
1
2 N̄

μν
−

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (2.2)
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of which the components are defined as

�
μ
+ = ∂+xμ + 1

2
θα(	μ)αβ∂+θβ,

�
μ
− = ∂−xμ + 1

2
θ̄ α(	μ)αβ∂−θ̄ β ,

(2.3)

dα = πα − 1

2
(	μθ)α

[
∂+xμ + 1

4
(θ	μ∂+θ)

]
,

d̄α = π̄α − 1

2
(	μθ̄)α

[
∂−xμ + 1

4
(θ̄	μ∂−θ̄ )

]
, (2.4)

Nμν
+ = 1

2
wα(	[μν])αβλβ, N̄μν

− = 1

2
w̄α(	[μν])αβ λ̄β .

(2.5)

Inserting the supermatrix AMN

AMN =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

Aαβ Aαν Eα
β �α,μν

Aμβ Aμν Ēβ
μ �μ,νρ

Eα
β Eα

ν Pαβ Cα
μν

�μν,β �μν,ρ C̄μν
β Sμν,ρσ

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (2.6)

in (2.1), the action gets the expanded form [45]

S =
∫

d2ξ
[
∂+θαAαβ∂−θ̄ β+∂+θαAαμ�

μ
−+�

μ
+Aμα∂−θ̄ α

+�
μ
+Aμν�

ν− + dαE
α

β∂−θ̄ β + dαE
α

μ�
μ
−

+ ∂+θαEα
β d̄β + �

μ
+Eμ

β d̄β + dαPαβ d̄β

+ 1

2
Nμν

+ �μν,β∂−θ̄ β + 1

2
Nμν

+ �μν,ρ�
ρ
−

+ 1

2
∂+θα�α,μν N̄

μν
− + 1

2
�

μ
+�μ,νρ N̄

νρ
−

+ 1

2
Nμν

+ C̄μν
β d̄β + 1

2
dαC

α
μν N̄

μν
−

+ 1

4
Nμν

+ Sμν,ρσ N̄
ρσ
−

]
+ Sλ + Sλ̄. (2.7)

The world sheet � is parameterized by ξm = (ξ0 = τ, ξ1 =
σ) and ∂± = ∂τ ± ∂σ . Superspace is spanned by bosonic
coordinates, xμ (μ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9), and fermionic ones,
θα and θ̄ α (α = 1, 2, . . . , 16). The variables πα and π̄α are
canonically conjugated momenta to θα and θ̄ α , respectively.
The actions for pure spinors, Sλ and Sλ̄, are free field actions

Sλ =
∫

d2ξwα∂−λα, Sλ̄ =
∫

d2ξw̄α∂+λ̄α, (2.8)

where λα and λ̄α are pure spinors and wα and w̄α are their
canonically conjugated momenta, respectively. The pure
spinors satisfy the so-called pure spinor constraints,

λα(	μ)αβλβ = λ̄α(	μ)αβλ̄β = 0. (2.9)

The matrix AMN containing type II superfields generally
depends on xμ, θα and θ̄ α . The superfields Aμν , Ēμ

α , Eα
μ

and Pαβ are physical superfields, because their first compo-
nents are supergravity fields. The fields in the first column

and first row are auxiliary superfields because they can be
expressed in terms of the physical ones [45]. The remaining
ones, �μ,νρ(�μν,ρ), Cα

μν(C̄μν
α) and Sμν,ρσ , are the curva-

tures (field strengths) for the physical superfields.
The action from which we start (2.7) could be consid-

ered as an expansion in powers of θα and θ̄ α . In the iterative
procedure presented in [45] it has been shown that each com-
ponent in the expansion can be obtained from the previous
one. Therefore, for practical reasons (computational simplic-
ity), in the first step we limit our considerations to the basic
component i.e. we neglect all terms in the action containing
θα and θ̄ α . As a consequence the θα and θ̄ α terms disap-
pear from �

μ
±, dα and d̄α and in the solutions for the physi-

cal superfields just x-dependent supergravity fields survive.
Therefore we lose explicit supersymmetry in such approxi-
mation. Later, when we discuss proper fermionic variables,
we would go further in the expansion and take higher power
terms, which means that supersymmetric invariants, �

μ
±, dα

and d̄α , would play the roles of ∂±xμ, πα and π̄α , respec-
tively.

We are going to perform T-dualization along some subset
of bosonic coordinates xa . Therefore, we will assume that
these directions are Killing vectors. Since ∂±xa appears in
�

μ
±, dα and d̄α , it essentially means that corresponding super-

fields (Aab, Ēa
α , Eα

a , Pαβ ) should not depend on xa . This
assumption regarding Killing spinors could be extended on
all space-time directions xμ, which effectively means, in the
first step, that physical superfields are constant. All auxiliary
superfields can be expressed in terms of space-time deriva-
tives of physical supergravity fields [45]. Then, in the first
step, the auxiliary superfields are zero, because all physi-
cal superfields are constant. On the other hand, having con-
stant physical superfields means that their field strengths,
�μ,νρ(�μν,ρ), Cα

μν(C̄μν
α) and Sμν,ρσ , are zero. In this

way, in the first step, we eliminated from the action terms
containing variables Nμν

+ and N̄μν
− (2.5).

This choice of background fields should be discussed from
the viewpoint of space-time field equations of type II super-
string action [48]. Let us pay attention on the space-time
field equations for type II superstring given in Appendix B
of [48]. Equation (B.7) from this set of equations represents
the back-reaction of Pαβ on the metric Gμν . If we take a con-
stant dilaton � and a constant antisymmetric NS–NS field
Bμν we obtain

Rμν − 1

2
GμνR ∼ (Pαβ)2

μν. (2.10)

If we choose the background field Pαβ to be constant, in
general, we will have a constant Ricci tensor, which means
that the metric tensor is a quadratic function of the space-time
coordinates i.e. there is back-reaction of R–R field strength
on the metric tensor. If one wants to cancel non-quadratic
terms originating from back-reaction, additional conditions
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must be imposed on the R–R field strength—the AdS5 × S5

coset geometry or self-duality condition (see Ref. [38]).
Taking into account the above analysis and arguments, our

approximation can be realized in the following way:

�
μ
± → ∂±xμ, dα → πα, d̄α → π̄α, (2.11)

and the physical superfields take the form

Aμν = κ

(
1

2
Gμν + Bμν

)
, Eα

ν = −�α
ν , Ēα

μ = �̄α
μ,

Pαβ = 2

κ
Pαβ = 2

κ
e

�
2 Fαβ, (2.12)

where Gμν is the metric tensor and Bμν is the antisymmetric
NS–NS background field. Consequently, the full action S is

S = κ

∫
�

d2ξ

[
∂+xμ�+μν∂−xν + 1

4πκ
�R(2)

]

+
∫

�

d2ξ
[−πα∂−(θα + �α

μx
μ) + ∂+(θ̄α + �̄α

μx
μ)π̄α

+ 2

κ
παP

αβπ̄β

]
, (2.13)

where

�±μν = Bμν ± 1

2
Gμν. (2.14)

The actions Sλ and Sλ̄ are decoupled from the rest and can
be neglected in the further analysis. The action, in its final
form, is ghost independent.

The NS–NS sector of the theory described by (2.13) con-
tains the gravitationalGμν , the antisymmetric Kalb–Ramond
field Bμν and the dilaton field �. In the NS–R sector there are
two gravitino fields, �α

μ and �̄α
μ, which are Majorana–Weyl

spinors of the opposite chirality in type IIA and of the same
chirality in type IIB theory. The field Fαβ is the R–R field
strength and can be expressed in terms of the antisymmetric
tensors F(k) [9,49–51]

Fαβ =
D∑

k=0

1

k! F(k)	
αβ

(k),
[
	

αβ

(k) = (	[μ1···μk ])αβ
]

(2.15)

where

	[μ1μ2···μk ] ≡ 	[μ1	μ2 · · · 	μk ] (2.16)

is the completely antisymmetrized product of gamma matri-
ces. The bispinor Fαβ satisfies the chirality condition,
	11F = ±F	11, where 	11 is a product of gamma matrices
in D = 10 dimensional space-time and the sign + corre-
sponds to type IIA, while the sign − corresponds to type IIB
superstring theory. Consequently, type IIA theory contains
only even rank tensors F(k), while type IIB contains only
odd rank tensors. Because of the duality relation, the inde-
pendent tensors are F(0), F(2) and F(4) for type IIA, while
F(1), F(3) and the self-dual part of F(5) for type IIB super-
string theory. Using the mass-shell condition (massless Dirac

equation for Fαβ ) these tensors can be solved in terms of the

potentials F(k) = d A(k−1). The factor e
�
2 is in accordance

with the conventions adopted from [52].

2.2 T-dualization along arbitrary number of coordinates

Let us start with the action (2.13) and apply the standard T-
dualization procedure [4,5,19,20]. It means that we localize
the shift symmetry for some coordinates xa . We substitute the
ordinary derivatives with covariant ones, introducing gauge
fields vaα . Then we add the term 1

2 ya F
a+− to the Lagrangian in

order to force the field strength Fa+− to vanish and preserve
equivalence between original and T-dual theories. Finally,
we fix the gauge xa = 0 and obtain

Sfix(v
a±, xi , θα, θ̄α, πα, π̄α)

=
∫

�

d2ξ

[
κva+�+abv

b−+κva+�+aj∂−x j+κ∂+xi�+ibv
b−

+ κ∂+xi�+i j∂−x j + 1

4π
�R(2) − πα�α

b vb−

+ va+�̄α
a π̄α − πα∂−(θα + �α

i x
i ) + ∂+(θ̄α + �̄α

i x
i )π̄α

+ 1

2κ
e

�
2 παF

αβπ̄β + κ

2
(va+∂−ya − va−∂+ya)

]
. (2.17)

Varying the gauge fixed action with respect to the
Lagrange multipliers ya we get the solution for the gauge
fields in the form

va± = ∂±xa, (2.18)

while varying with respect to the gauge fields va± we have

va± = −2κθ̂ab± �∓bi∂±xi − κθ̂ab± ∂±yb ± 2θ̂ab± �α±bπ±α.

(2.19)

Substituting va± in (2.17) we find

Sfix(ya, x
i , θα, θ̄α, πα, π̄α)

=
∫

�

d2ξ

[
κ2

2
∂+ya θ̂

ab− ∂−yb + κ2∂+ya θ̂
ab− �+bj∂−x j

− κ2∂+xi�+ia θ̂
ab− ∂−yb + 1

4π
�R(2)

+ κ∂+xi (�+i j − 2κ�+ia θ̂
ab− �+bj )∂−x j

−πα∂−(θα + �α
i x

i − 2�α
a θ̂ab− �+bj x

j − �α
a θ̂ab− yb)

+ ∂+(θ̄α + �̄α
i x

i + 2�̄α
a θ̂ab+ �−bj x

j + �̄α
a θ̂ab+ yb)π̄α

+ 2πα�α
a θ̂ab− �̄

β
b π̄β + 1

2κ
e

�
2 παF

αβπ̄β

]
. (2.20)

Before we read the T-dual background fields, we must express
this action in terms of the appropriate spinor coordinates,
which we will discuss in the next subsections.

Combining two solutions for the gauge fields (2.18) and
(2.19) we obtain the transformation law between initial xa
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and T-dual coordinates ya ,

∂±xa ∼= −2κθ̂ab± �∓bi∂±xi − κθ̂ab± (∂±yb − J±b). (2.21)

Its inverse is the solution of the last equation in terms of ya

∂±ya ∼= −2�∓ab∂±xb − 2�∓ai∂±xi + J±a, (2.22)

where we use ∼= to emphasize that these are T-duality rela-
tions. Here we introduced the current J±μ in the form

J±μ = ± 2

κ
�α±μπ±α, (2.23)

where

�α+μ ≡ �α
μ, �α−μ ≡ �̄α

μ, π+α ≡ πα, π−α ≡ π̄α,

(2.24)

and the expression θ̂ab± is defined in (A.9).

2.3 Relation between left and right chirality in T-dual
theory

One can see from (2.21) and (2.22) that the left and right
chiralities transform differently in T-dual theory. As a conse-
quence, in T-dual theory we will have two types of vielbeins,
two types of 	-matrices, two types of spin connections and
two types of supersymmetry transformations. We want to
have a single geometry in T-dual theory. Therefore, we will
show that all these different representations of the same vari-
ables can be connected by Lorentz transformations [46,47].

2.3.1 Two sets of vielbeins in T-dual theory

The T-dual transformations of the coordinates (2.22) can be
put in the form
(

∂±ya
∂±xi

)
=
(−2�∓ab −2�∓aj

0 δij

)(
∂±xb
∂±x j

)
+
(
J±a

0

)
,

(2.25)

which can be rewritten as

∂+(a X)μ̂ = (Q̄−1T )μ̂ν∂+xν + J+μ̂,

∂− (a X)μ̂ = (Q−1T )μ̂ν∂−xν + J−μ̂, (2.26)

where we introduced the T-dual variables a Xμ̂ = {ya, xi }.
Here and further on the left subscript a denotes the T-
dualization along xa directions. For coordinates which con-
tain both xi and ya we will use “hat” indices μ̂, ν̂. The matri-
ces

Qμ̂ν =
(

κθ̂ab+ 0
−2κ�−icθ̂

cb+ δij

)
, Q̄μ̂ν =

(
κθ̂ab− 0

−2κ�+icθ̂
cb− δij

)
,

(2.27)

and theirs inverse

Q−1
μν̂

=
(

2�−ab 0

2�−ib δ
j
i

)
, Q̄−1

μν̂
=
(

2�+ab 0

2�+ib δ
j
i

)
, (2.28)

perform T-dualization for the vector indices.
Note that different chiralities transform with different

matrices Qμ̂ν and Q̄μ̂ν . Therefore, there are two types of
T-dual vielbeins

ae
aμ̂ = eaν(Q

T )νμ̂, aē
aμ̂ = eaν(Q̄

T )νμ̂, (2.29)

with the same T-dual metric

aG
μ̂ν̂ ≡ (ae

T η ae)
μ̂ν̂ = (QGQT )μ̂ν̂ = aḠ

μ̂ν̂

≡ (aē
T η aē)

μ̂ν̂ = (Q̄G Q̄T )μ̄ν̂ . (2.30)

The Lorentz indices are underlined (denoted by a, b).
The two T-dual vielbeins are equivalent because they are

related by the particular local Lorentz transformation

aē
aμ̂ = �a

b ae
bμ̂, �a

b = eaμ(Q−1 Q̄)Tμ
ν(e

−1)νb.

(2.31)

From (2.27) and (2.28) we have

(Q−1 Q̄)Tμ
ν =

(
δab + 2κθ̂ac+ Gcb 2κθ̂ac+ Gcj

0 δij

)
, (2.32)

which produces

�a
b = δab − 2ωa

b, ωa
b = −κeaa θ̂

ab+ (eT )b
c ηcb.

(2.33)

It satisfies definition of Lorentz transformations

�T η� = η �⇒ det �a
b = ±1. (2.34)

After careful calculations we have det �a
b = (−1)d , where

d is the number of dimensions along which we perform T-
duality.

2.3.2 Two sets of 	-matrices in T-dual theory

Because in T-dual theory there are two vielbeins, there must
also be two sets of 	-matrices in curved space

a	μ̂ = (ae
−1)μ̂a 	a = (ae

−1	)μ̂,

a	̄μ̂ = (aē
−1)μ̂a 	a = (aē

−1	)μ̂. (2.35)

They are related by the expression

a	̄μ̂ = a�
−1

a	μ̂ a�, (2.36)

where a� is a spinorial representation of the Lorentz trans-
formation

a�
−1 	a

a� = (�−1)ab 	b. (2.37)

123
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2.3.3 Two sets of spin connections in T-dual theory

The spin connection can be expressed in terms of vielbeins
as

ωμ
ab = 1

2
(eνac

b
μν − eνbc

a
μν) − 1

2
eρaeσbccρσ e

c
μ, (2.38)

where

c
a
μν = ∂μe

a
ν − ∂νe

a
μ. (2.39)

Therefore, in T-dual theory there are two spin connections,
defined in terms of two vielbeins. As a consequence of (2.31)
they are related as

aω̄
μ̂a

b = �a
c aω

μ̂c
d (�−1)db + �a

c ∂μ̂ (�−1)cb. (2.40)

It is useful to introduce the spin connection in the form

ωμ = ωμab	
ab, (2.41)

where

	ab = 	a	b − 	b	a . (2.42)

Then from (2.37) for a� = const we obtain

aω̄
μ̂ = a�

−1
aω

μ̂
a�. (2.43)

2.3.4 Single form of supersymmetry invariants in T-dual
theory and new spinor coordinates

So far we used the action from Ref. [45] which is an expan-
sion in powers of θα and θ̄ α . We performed the procedure of
bosonic T-dualization using the first term in the expansion i.e.
θα and θ̄ α independent part of the action. Consequently, the
supersymmetric invariants, �

μ
±, dα and d̄α , in that approxi-

mation became ∂±xμ, πα and π̄α . But if we would take higher
power terms into consideration, then these invariants would
appear again in the theory. Consequently, we can use these
invariants to find proper spinor variables.

From the compatibility between supersymmetry and T-
duality we will find appropriate spinor variables changing
the bar ones. We are not going to apply such a procedure to
background fields which transformation we will find from T-
dualization. In Sect. 2.5 we will check that both T-dual grav-
itinos satisfy a single supersymmetry transformation rule.

Note that according to [38,53–59] fermionic coordinates,
θα and θ̄ α , and their canonically conjugated momenta, πα

and π̄α , are parts of the supersymmetry invariant variables,

dα = πα − 1

2
(	μθ)α

(
∂+xμ + 1

4
θ	μ∂+θ

)

d̄α = π̄α − 1

2
(	μθ̄)α

(
∂−xμ + 1

4
θ̄	μ∂−θ̄

)
. (2.44)

In T-dual theory, as a consequence of two types of 	 matri-
ces, there are two types supersymmetry invariant variables,

adα = aπα − 1

2
(a	

μ̂
aθ)α

(
∂+ a Xμ̂ + 1

4
aθa	μ̂∂+ aθ

)
,

(2.45)

ad̄α = aπ̄α − 1

2
(a	̄

μ̂
a θ̄ )α

(
∂− a Xμ̂ + 1

4
a θ̄a	̄μ̂∂− a θ̄

)
.

(2.46)

We want the two expressions to have the same 	 matrices.
Using Eq. (2.36) we can rewrite the bar expressions as

(a� ad̄)α = (a� aπ̄)α − 1

2
(a	

μ̂
a� a θ̄ )α

(
∂− a Xμ̂

+ 1

4
a θ̄ a�

−1
a	μ̂ a� ∂−a θ̄

)
. (2.47)

Therefore, if we preserve expressions for aθ
α = θα and

aπα = πα , change bar variables

•θ̄ α ≡ a�
α

β a θ̄
β , •π̄α ≡ a�α

β
aπ̄β, (2.48)

and take

�2 = 1, (2.49)

the transformation with bar variables will get the same
form as those without bar in adα . Consequently, the T-dual
supersymmetric invariant variables adα and a�α

β
ad̄β are

expressed in a unique form in terms of the true T-dual spinor
variables θα , πα , •θ̄ α and •π̄α ,

adα = dα, •d̄α = a�α
β d̄β = •π̄α − 1

2
(a	

μ̂ •θ̄ )α

× (∂− a Xμ̂ + 1

4
•θ̄ a	μ̂∂− •θ̄ ), (2.50)

if condition (2.49) is satisfied.

2.3.5 Spinorial representation of the Lorentz
transformation

In order to find expressions for the bar spinors in a T-dual
background we should first solve Eq. (2.37) and find the
expression for a�. We will do it for Bμν → 0, so that
θ̂ab+ → − 1

κ
(G̃−1)ab, where G̃ab is the ab component of

Gμν . Then from (2.33) it follows that

aω
ab → eaa(G̃

−1)ab(eT )b
b ≡ a P

ab, (2.51)

where a Pa
b is some a dependent projector on the ab sub-

space a Pa
c a Pc

b = a Pa
b. If we introduce the 	-matrices

in curved space

	μ = (e−1)μa	
a, (2.52)

we can rewrite Eq. (2.37) in the form

a�	μ =
[
	μ − 2 ((e−1)μa a P

a
b 	b

]
a�. (2.53)
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To simplify the derivation from now on we will suppose
that the metric tensor is diagonal. Then (e−1)μa a Pa

b =
δ
μ
a (e−1)aa and we have

a�	μ = [
	μ − 2 δμ

a 	a]
a�. (2.54)

For μ = a and μ = i we obtain

a� 	a = −	a
a�, a� 	i = 	i

a�. (2.55)

The 	-matrices in curved space for a diagonal metric satisfy
the algebra

{	a, 	b} = 2(G−1)ab, {	a, 	i } = 0,

{	i , 	 j } = 2(G−1)i j . (2.56)

We should find such an a� as anticommutes with all matri-
ces 	a and commutes with all matrices 	i . Let us first intro-
duce the 	11 matrix,

	11 = (i)
D(D−1)

2
1∏D−1

μ=0 Gμμ

εμ1μ2···μD	μ1	μ2 · · · 	μD ,

(2.57)

where the normalization constant is chosen so that 	11 sat-
isfies the condition (	11)2 = 1.

Then we define an analogy of the 	11 matrix in the sub-
space spanned by the T-dualized directions

a	 = (i)
d(d−1)

2

d∏
i=1

	ai = (i)
d(d−1)

2 	a1	a2 · · · 	ad , (2.58)

so that

(a	)2 =
d∏

i=1

Gaiai = 1∏d
i=1 Gaiai

. (2.59)

Their commutation (anticommutation) relations with one
	 matrix depend on the number of coordinates d, along which
we perform T-dualizations. Therefore we have

a	 	a = (−1)d+1 	a
a	, a	 	i = (−1)d 	i

a	, (2.60)

which means that the solution of Eq. (2.55) is proportional
to

a� ∼ a	 (	11)d . (2.61)

Taking into account (2.49), a�2 = 1, we obtain

a� =
√√√√ d∏

i=1

Gaiai a	 (i 	11)d . (2.62)

This is a general solution. Note that for a1
⋂

a2 = 0 we have

a1� a2� = (−1)d1d2a�, where a = a1
⋃

a2.
When the number of coordinates along which we per-

form T-duality is even (d = 2k), we have a� =
(−1)

d
2

√∏d
i=1 Gaiai a	. As a consequence of the relation

	11
a� = (−1)d a� 	11 we can conclude that in that case

bar spinors preserve chirality. When the number of coordi-
nates along which we perform T-duality is odd (d = 2k+1),

we have a� = (−1)
d−1

2

√∏d
i=1 Gaiai i a	 	11. As a conse-

quence of the above relation such a transformation changes
the chirality of the bar spinors.

In the particular case that we perform T-dualization along
only one direction, xa1 , a	 → 	a1 , d → 1 and we obtain
the result, well known in the literature [1–3,46,47],

a1� = i
√
Ga1a1 	a1 	11. (2.63)

This is the case of the transition between IIA and IIB theory,
when T-duality changes the chirality of the bar spinors.

When we perform T-dualization along all coordinates,
d → D = 10, a	 → 	11√∏D−1

μ=0 Gμμ

and from (2.62) we obtain

�� = (−1)
D
2 	11 = −	11. (2.64)

2.4 Choice of the proper fermionic coordinates and T-dual
background fields

We have already learned that in order to have compatibility
between supersymmetry and T-duality, we should choose the
dual bar variables with a bullet in accordance with (2.48).
Therefore, before we read the T-dual background fields, we
will reexpress the action (2.20) in terms of the appropriate
spinor coordinates (2.48) which, with the help of the relation

a�
2 = 1, produces

a S(ya, x
i , θα, •θ̄ α, πα, •π̄α)

=
∫

�

d2ξ

{
κ2

2
∂+ya θ̂

ab− ∂−yb + κ2∂+ya θ̂
ab− �+bj∂−x j

− κ2∂+xi�+ia θ̂
ab− ∂−yb + 1

4π
�R(2)

+ κ∂+xi (�+i j − 2κ�+ia θ̂
ab− �+bj )∂−x j

−πα∂−(θα + �α
i x

i − 2�α
a θ̂ab− �+bj x

j − �α
a θ̂ab− yb)

+ ∂+[•θ̄ γ
a�γ

α + �̄α
i x

i + 2�̄α
a θ̂ab+ �−bj x

j

+ �̄α
a θ̂ab+ yb]a�α

β•π̄β + 2πα�α
a θ̂ab− �̄

β
b a�β

γ •π̄γ

+ 1

2κ
e

�
2 παF

αβ
a�β

γ •π̄γ

}
. (2.65)

Consequently, applying the Buscher T-dualization proce-
dure [4,5] along the bosonic coordinates xa of the action
(2.13) the T-dual action gets the form

a S =
∫

�

d2ξ

[
κ∂+(a X)μ̂ a�

μ̂ν̂
+ ∂−(a X)ν̂ + 1

4π
a�R(2)

−πα∂−[θα+a�
αμ̂(a X)μ̂]+∂+[•θ̄ α+a�̄

αμ̂(a X)μ̂] •π̄α

+ 1

2κ
e
a�
2 πα a F

αβ •π̄β

]
, (2.66)
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where (a X)μ̂ = (ya, xi ), a�
αμ̂ = (a�

αa, a�
α
i ) and

a�̄
αμ̂ = (a�̄

αa, a�̄
α
i ).

Now, we are ready to read the T-dual background fields

a�
ab± = κ

2
θ̂ab∓ , (2.67)

a�±i
a = −κ�±ibθ̂

ba∓ , a(�±)ai = κθ̂ab∓ �±bi , (2.68)

a�±i j = �±i j − 2κ�±ia θ̂
ab∓ �±bj , (2.69)

a�
αa = κθ̂ab+ �α

b , a�̄
αa = κ a�

α
β θ̂ab− �̄

β
b , (2.70)

a�
α
i = �α

i − 2κ�−ibθ̂
ba+ �α

a ,

a�̄
α
i = a�

α
β(�̄

β
i − 2κ�+ibθ̂

ba− �̄β), (2.71)

e
a�
2 a F

αβ =
(
e

�
2 Fαγ + 4κ�α

a θ̂ab− �̄
γ

b

)
a�γ

β (2.72)

when a� is defined in (2.62).
The dilaton transformation in the term �R(2) originates

from quantum theory and will be discussed in Sect. 2.6.

2.5 Supersymmetry transformations of T-dual gravitinos

Note that in the expressions for the T-dual fields a�̄
αa , a�̄α

i
and a Fαβ the matrix a� appears as a consequence of the
T-dualization procedure and adoption of the bullet spinor
coordinates. In Refs. [46,47] it appears as a consequence of
the compatibility between supersymmetry and T-duality.

A supersymmetry transformation of the gravitino is
expressed in terms of covariant derivatives,

δε�
α
μ = Dμ εα + · · · , δε̄�̄

α
μ = Dμ ε̄α + · · · , (2.73)

with the same covariant derivative on both left and right
spinors,

Dμ = ∂μ + ωμ. (2.74)

In the T-dual theory, as a consequence of the two kinds of
spin connections, there are two kinds of covariant derivatives,

aD
μ̂ = ∂μ̂ + aω

μ̂, a D̄
μ̂ = ∂μ̂ + aω̄

μ̂, (2.75)

such that

aδε a�
αμ̂ = aD

μ̂εα, a δ̄ε̄ a�̄
αμ̂ = a D̄

μ̂ε̄α. (2.76)

Let us show that improvement with a� in the transformation
of the bar gravitinos just turns a D̄μ̂ to aDμ̂. In fact, from

a δ̄ε̄ a�̄
αμ̂ = a�

α
β

(
∂μ̂ε̄β + aω̄

μ̂β
γ ε̄γ

)
, (2.77)

with the help of (2.43), for constant a�, we have

a δ̄ε̄ a�̄
αμ̂ = ∂μ̂(a�

α
βε̄β) + aω

μ̂α
β a�

β
γ ε̄γ

= aD
μ̂(a�

α
βε̄β) = aδa�ε̄ a�̄

αμ̂. (2.78)

Therefore, it is clear that in order to preserve the same spin
connection for the two chiralities we should additionally

change the bar supersymmetry parameter

•ε̄α ≡ (a�)αβ a ε̄
β . (2.79)

2.6 Transformation of pure spinors

In this subsection we will find transformation laws for pure
spinors, λα and λ̄α , which are the main ingredient of the pure
spinor formalism.

It is well known that pure spinors satisfy the so-called pure
spinor constraints,

λα(	μ)αβλβ = 0, λ̄α(	μ)αβλ̄β = 0. (2.80)

After T-dualization they turn into

aλ
α(a	μ̂)αβ aλ

β = 0, a λ̄
α(a	̄μ̂)αβ a λ̄

β = 0. (2.81)

The relation between matrices a	μ̂ and a	̄μ̂ is given in (2.36).
In order to have the two cases expressed with the same gamma
matrices, as before, we preserve the expression for the unbar
variables,

aλ
α = λα. (2.82)

and change bar variables

•λ̄α = a�
α

β a λ̄
β . (2.83)

The variables wα and w̄α are canonically conjugated
momenta to the pure spinors λα and λ̄α , respectively. The
transformation laws for pure spinor momenta can be found
from the expressions for Nμν

+ and N̄μν
− (2.5) which would

appear in the action if we would take higher power terms in
θα and θ̄ α . After T-dualization these expressions become

aN+μ̂ν̂ = 1

2
awα(a	[μ̂ν̂])αβ aλ

β,

a N̄−μ̂ν̂ = 1

2
aw̄α(a	̄[μ̂ν̂])αβ a λ̄

β . (2.84)

Using Eq. (2.36) and the definition of 	[μν] (2.16) we see
that the relation between a	[μ̂ν̂] and a	̄[μ̂ν̂] is the same as
between the gamma matrices (2.36). As in the previous case,
in order to have unique set of gamma matrices, we do not
change the unbar variables,

awα = wα, (2.85)

while we choose bar variables in the form

•w̄α = a�α
β

aw̄β . (2.86)

Let us note that free field actions Sλ and Sλ̄ are invariant
under T-dualization because a�

2 = 1.
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2.7 T-dual transformation of antisymmetric fields: from IIB
to IIA theory

To find the T-dual transformation laws for antisymmetric
fields we will start with Eq. (2.72). First, as explained in
Refs. [4,5,60] the quantization procedure produces the well-
known shift in the dilaton transformation

a� = � − ln det(2�+ab) = � − ln

√
det Gab

det aGab
. (2.87)

Together with (2.72) it gives a relation between the initial
and T-dual background fields,

a F
αβ = 4

√
det Gab

det aGab
(Fαγ + 4e− �

2 κ�α
a θ̂ab− �̄

γ

b )a�γ
β.

(2.88)

For Bμν = 0 we have aGab = (G−1
E )ab = (G−1)ab, and

consequently 4
√

det Gab
det aGab = 4

√
(det Gab)2 = √| det Gab |. It

is important to stress that unlike in Eq. (2.62) for a� here we
have the absolute value under the square root. For a diagonal
metric Gμν we have det Gab = ∏d

i=1 Gaiai and taking into
account Eq. (2.62) we find

a F
αβ = id

√√√√sign

(
d∏

i=1

Gaiai

)
d∏

i=1

Gaiai

×
(
Fαγ + 4e− �

2 κ�α
a θ̂ab− �̄

γ

b

)
(a	 	d

11)γ
β .

(2.89)

Note that we are going to T-dualize all D-directions. Then
it is necessary to perform T-dualization along the time-like
direction. Here the above square root has important conse-
quences. For our signature (+,−,−, . . . ,−), the square of
the field strength (a Fαβ)2 and, consequently, the square of all
antisymmetric fields will change the sign when we perform
T-dualization along the time-like direction. This is just what
we need to obtain type I I � theories in accordance with Ref.
[37].

In a simple case when gravitino fields and Kalb–Ramond
field are zero and metric is diagonal we will express the tran-
sition from type IIB to type IIA theory. Taking d = 1 we
have

a F
αβ = i

√
sign(Gaa) Gaa Fαγ (	11	a)γ

β . (2.90)

Let us choose type IIB as a starting theory. The matrix 	11

turns F (n) to F (10−n) where

(F(n))αβ = 1

n! Fμ1μ2···μn (	
[μ1μ2···μn ])αβ. (2.91)

As a consequence of the chirality condition F	11 = −	11F
the independent tensors are F (1), F (3) and self-dual part of

F (5). So we can write

Fαγ (	11)γ
β =

(
F(1) + F(3) + 1

2
F(5)

)αβ

. (2.92)

Similarly, in T-dual theory (here it is IIA) we have

a F
αβ = (aF

(2) + aF
(4))αβ, (2.93)

where now

(aF
(n))αβ = 1

n! a F
μ̂1μ̂2···μ̂n (a	[μ̂1μ̂2···μ̂n ])αβ. (2.94)

The 	-matrices on both sides are defined in curved space.
For the initial theory it is just (2.52), while for T-dual the-
ory it is defined in the first relation in Eq. (2.35) as a	μ̂ =
(ae−1)μ̂a 	a . As a consequence of the first relation (2.29)

between the vielbeins aeaμ̂ = eaν(QT )νμ̂ we can find the
relation between the 	-matrices,

a	μ̂ = (Q−1T )μ̂ν	
ν, (2.95)

which produces

(aF
(n))αβ = 1

n! (
Q
a F)μ1μ2···μn (	

[μ1μ2···μn ])αβ, (2.96)

where

(Qa F)μ1μ2···μn = a F
μ̂1μ̂2···μ̂n (Q−1T )μ̂1μ1

× (Q−1T )μ̂2μ2 · · · (Q−1T )μ̂nμn . (2.97)

Using the standard relation between the 	-matrices,

	[μ1μ2···μn ]	a=	μμ1μ2···μna− 1

(n − 1)!G
a[μn	μ1μ2···μn−1],

(2.98)

we obtain

F (n)	a = 1

n! Fμ1μ2···μn	
[μ1μ2···μna]

− 1

(n − 1)! Fμ1μ2···μn−1
a 	[μ1μ2···μn−1]. (2.99)

Therefore, from (2.90), (2.92), (2.93), (2.96), (2.97) and
(2.99) we can find a general relation connecting antisymmet-
ric fields of Type IIA and type IIB theories,

aF
μ̂1μ̂2···μ̂n = √

signGaaGaa(nFμ1μ2···μn−1δ
a
μn

− Fμ1μ2···μn
a)(QT )μ1μ̂1(QT )μ2μ̂2 · · · (QT )μnμ̂n .

(2.100)

Under our assumptions we have

(QT )μμ̂ =
(−Gaa 0

0 δi
j

)
, (2.101)
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and consequently

a Fi j = −i
√

signGaaGaaFi j
a, a Fi

a = −2i
√

signGaaFi ,

(2.102)

a Fi jkq = − i

2

√
signGaaGaaFi jkq

a,

a Fi jk
a = −4i

√
signGaaFi jk . (2.103)

For the space-like directions Gaa < 0 and i
√

signGaa is real.
For time-like direction

√
signGaa → √

signG00 = 1 and the
remaining imaginary unit causes squares of the antisymmet-
ric fields to get an additional minus sign and type II theories
to swap to type II� ones [37].

3 Double space formulation

In this section we will introduce double space, doubling all
bosonic coordinates xμ by corresponding T-dual ones yμ. We
will rewrite the transformation laws in double space and show
that both the equations of motion and the Bianchi identities
can be written by that single equation.

3.1 T-dualization along all bosonic directions

Applying the Buscher T-dualization procedure [4,5] along
all bosonic coordinates of the action (2.13) the T-dual action
has been obtained in Ref. [9]. This is a particular case of our
relations (2.67)–(2.72) where the T-dual background fields
are of the form

��
μν
± ≡ �Bμν ± 1

2
�Gμν = κ

2
�

μν
∓ , (3.1)

��αμ = κ�
μν
+ �α

ν , ��̄αμ = κ ��α
β �

μν
− �̄β

ν , (3.2)

e
��
2 �Fαβ =

(
e

�
2 Fαγ + 4κ�α

μ�
μν
− �̄γ

ν

)
��γ

β. (3.3)

Here we use the notation

GE
μν = Gμν − 4(BG−1B)μν, �μν = − 2

κ
(G−1

E BG−1)μν,

�� = −	11, (3.4)

and

�
μν
± = − 2

κ
(G−1

E �±G−1)μν = �μν ∓ 1

κ
(G−1

E )μν, (3.5)

so that

(�±�∓)μ
ν = 1

2κ
δμ

ν. (3.6)

From (3.1) and (3.5) it follows that

�Gμν = (G−1
E )μν, �Bμν = κ

2
�μν. (3.7)

In this case the transformation laws (2.21) and (2.22) (the
relations between the initial xμ and T-dual coordinates yμ)
get the form

∂±xμ ∼= −κ�
μν
± ∂±yν + κ�

μν
± J±ν,

∂±yμ ∼= −2�∓μν∂±xν + J±μ. (3.8)

3.2 Transformation laws in double space

Rewriting Eq. (3.8) in the form where terms multiplied by
ε±± = ±1 are on the left-hand side of the equation, we
obtain

±∂±yμ ∼= GEμν∂±xν − 2(BG−1)μ
ν∂±yν

+2(�±G−1)μ
ν J±ν, (3.9)

±∂±xμ ∼= (G−1)μν∂±yν

+2(G−1B)μν∂±xν − (G−1)μν J±ν . (3.10)

Let us introduce double space coordinates

ZM =
(
xμ

yμ

)
, (3.11)

which contain all initial and T-dual coordinates. In terms of
double coordinates Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) are replaced by one
equation:

∂±ZM ∼= ±�MN (HN P∂±Z P + J±N ), (3.12)

where the matrix HMN is known in the literature as the gen-
eralized metric and has the form

HMN =
(

GE
μν −2 Bμρ(G−1)ρν

2(G−1)μρ Bρν (G−1)μν

)
. (3.13)

The double current J±M is defined as

J±M =
(

2(�±G−1)μ
ν J±ν

−(G−1)μν J±ν

)
, (3.14)

and

�MN =
(

0 1D

1D 0

)
, (3.15)

is a constant symmetric matrix. Here 1D denotes the identity
operator in D dimensions. Let us stress that the matrix a�

and �MN are different quantities.
By straightforward calculation we can prove the relations

HT�H = �, �2 = 1, det HMN = 1, (3.16)

which means that H ∈ SO(D, D). In calculation of deter-
minant we use the rule for block matrices

det

(
A B
C D

)
= det D det(A − BD−1C). (3.17)

In double field theory �MN is the SO(D, D) invariant metric
and denoted by ηMN .
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3.3 Equations of motion and double space action

It is well known that the equations of motion of the initial
theory are the Bianchi identities in T-dual picture and vice
versa [12,19,22,60]. As a consequence of the identity

∂+∂−ZM − ∂−∂+ZM = 0, (3.18)

known as the Bianchi identity, and Eq. (3.12), we obtain the
consistency condition

∂+[HMN ∂−ZN + J−M ] + ∂−[HMN ∂+ZN + J+M ] = 0.

(3.19)

In components it takes the form

∂+∂−xμ = − 1

κ
(G−1)μν

(
�̄α

ν ∂+π̄α + �α
μ∂−πα

)
,

∂+∂−yν = − 1

κ
GE

μν

(
��̄αμ∂+π̄α + ��αμ∂−πα

)
. (3.20)

These equations are equations of motion of the initial and
T-dual theory. Double space formalism enables us to write
both equations of motion and Bianchi identities by the single
relation (3.12).

Equation (3.19) is the equation of motion of the following
action:

S = κ

4

∫
d2ξ [∂+ZMHMN ∂−ZN + ∂+ZM J−M

+ J+M∂−ZM + L(πα, π̄α)], (3.21)

where L(πα, π̄α) is an arbitrary functional of the fermionic
momenta.

4 T-dualization of type II superstring theory as a
permutation of coordinates in double space

In this section we will derive the transformations of the gener-
alized metric and current, which are a consequence of the per-
mutation of some subset of the bosonic coordinates with the
corresponding T-dual ones. First we will present the method
in the case of the complete T-dualization (along all bosonic
coordinates) and find the expressions for T-dual background
fields. Then we will apply the results to the case of partial
T-dualization.

4.1 The case of complete T-dualization

In order to exchange all initial and T-dual coordinates let us
introduce the permutation matrix

T M
N =

(
0 1D

1D 0

)
, (4.1)

so that the double T-dual coordinate �ZM is obtained:

�ZM = T M
N Z

N =
(
yμ
xμ

)
. (4.2)

We require that the T-dual transformation law for the double
T-dual coordinate �ZM has the same form as for the initial
coordinate ZM (3.12)

∂±�ZM ∼= ±�MN (�HN P∂±�Z P + � J±N ). (4.3)

Then the T-dual generalized metric �HMN and T-dual current
� J±M are

�HMN = TMKHK LT L
N , � J±M = TMN J±N . (4.4)

Permutation of the coordinates (4.2) together with transfor-
mations of the background fields (4.4) represents the sym-
metry transformations of the action (3.21).

Using the corresponding expressions for T M
N , HMN and

J±M , we obtain from the generalized metric transformation

�Gμν = (G−1
E )μν, �Bμν = κ

2
�μν. (4.5)

Taking into account that as a consequence of (2.48) the bar
dual variable is •�π̄α = (��T )α

βπ̄β , from the current trans-
formations we have

��αμ = κ�
μν
+ �α

ν , ��̄αμ = κ ��α
β�

μν
− �̄β

ν , (4.6)

where �� = −	11.
Consequently, using double space we can easily repro-

duce the results of T-dualization, Eqs. (3.7) and (3.2). The
problem with T-dualization of the R–R field strength Fαβ

will be discussed in Sect. 5.3.

4.2 The case of partial T-dualization

Applying the procedure presented in the previous subsection
to the arbitrary subset of bosonic coordinates we will, in
fact, describe all possible bosonic T-dualizations. Let us split
the coordinate index μ into a and i (a = 0, . . . , d − 1,
i = d, . . . , D − 1) and denote T-dualization along direction
xa and ya by

T a = T a ◦ Ta, T a ≡ T 0 ◦ T 1 ◦ · · · ◦ T d−1,

Ta ≡ T0 ◦ T1 ◦ · · · ◦ Td−1, (4.7)

where◦marks the operation of composition of T-dualizations.
Permutation of the initial coordinates xa with its T-dual ya is
realized by multiplying the double space coordinate by the
constant symmetric matrix (T a)MN ,

a Z
M ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

ya
xi

xa

yi

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ = (T a)MN Z

N ≡

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0 0 1a 0
0 1i 0 0
1a 0 0 0
0 0 0 1i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎝
xa

xi

ya
yi

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,

(4.8)
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where 1a and 1i are identity operators in the subspaces
spanned by xa and xi , respectively. It is easily to check the
following relations:

(T aT a)MN = δMN , (T a�T a)MN = �M
N . (4.9)

The first relation means that after two T-dualizations we get
the initial theory, while the second relation means that T a ∈
O(D, D).

Let us apply the same approach as in the case of the full T-
dualization presented in the previous subsection. We require
that the double T-dual coordinate a ZM satisfy the T-duality
transformations of the form like the initial one ZM (3.12),

∂± a Z
M ∼= ±�MN (aHNK ∂± a Z

K + a J±N ). (4.10)

Consequently, we find the T-dual generalized metric

aHMN = (T a)M
KHK L(T a)L N , (4.11)

and the T-dual current

a J±M = (T a)M
N J±N . (4.12)

Note that Eqs. (4.8), (4.11) and (4.12) are symmetry trans-
formations of the action (3.21). The left subscript a means
dualization along the xa directions.

5 T-dual background fields

In this section we will show that permutation of some bosonic
coordinates leads to the same T-dual background fields as
standard Buscher procedure [9]. The transformation of the
generalized metric (4.11) produces expressions for NS–NS
T-dual background fields (Gμν and Bμν). They are the same
as in bosonic string case obtained in Ref. [35]. Therefore, we
will just shortly repeat these results. From the transformation
of the current J±M (4.12) we will find T-dual background
fields of the NS–R sector (�α

μ and �̄α
μ). Because R–R field

strength Fαβ does not appear in T-dual transformations, we
will find its T-dual under some assumptions.

5.1 T-dual NS–NS background fields Gμν , Bμν

Requiring that the T-dual generalized metric aHMN has the
same form as the initial one HMN (3.13) but in terms of the
T-dual fields

aHMN =
(

aG
μν
E −2(a B aG−1)μν

2(aG−1
a B)μ

ν (aG−1)μν

)
, (5.1)

and using Eq. (4.11), one finds expressions for the NS–NS
T-dual background fields a�

μν
± in terms of the initial ones,

a�
μν
± =

(
g̃−1β1D−1γ − A−1(β̃ ∓ 1

2 ) 1
2 A

−1gT − 2g̃−1β1D−1(β̄T ∓ 1
2 )

1
2 D

−1γ − 2γ̄ −1βT
1 A−1(β̃ ∓ 1

2 ) γ̄ −1βT
1 A−1gT − D−1(β̄T ∓ 1

2 )

)
, (5.2)

where γ and γ̄ are defined in (A.4), g and g̃ in (A.5), while
β1, β̃ and β̄ are defined in (A.7). The quantities A and D are
given in (A.11) and (A.13), respectively. In more compact
form we have

a�
μν
± =

(
κ
2 θ̂ab∓ κθ̂ab∓ �±bi

−κ�±ibθ̂
ba∓ �±i j − 2κ�±ia θ̂

ab∓ �±bj

)
, (5.3)

where θ̂ab± has been defined in (A.9). Details regarding the
derivation of the Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) are given in Ref. [35].
Reading the block components we obtained the NS–NS T-
dual background fields in the flat background after dualiza-
tion along the directions xa, (a = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1)

a�
ab± = κ

2
θ̂ab∓ , a�

a±i = κθ̂ab∓ �±bi , (5.4)

a�±i
a = −κ�±ibθ̂

ba∓ ,

a�±i j = �±i j − 2κ�±ia θ̂
ab∓ �±bj . (5.5)

These are just the Eqs. (2.67)–(2.69). The symmetric and
antisymmetric parts of these expressions are the T-dual metric
and T-dual Kalb–Ramond field, which are in full agreement
with the Refs. [9,20].

5.2 T-dual NS–R background fields �α
μ, �̄α

μ

Let us find the form of T-dual NS–R background fields, a�αa ,

a�
α
i , a�̄αa and a�̄

α
i . The T-dual current a J±M (4.12) should

have the same form as the initial one, Eq. (3.14), but in terms
of the T-dual background fields⎛
⎜⎜⎝

2(a�± aG−1)ab (a J )b± + 2(a�± aG−1)ai (a J )±i

2(a�± aG−1)ia (a J )a± + 2(a�± aG−1)i
j (a J )± j

−(aG−1)ab (a J )b± − (aG−1)a
i (a J )±i

−(aG−1)i a (a J )a± − (aG−1)i j (a J )± j

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

−(G−1)aμ J±μ

2(�±G−1)i
μ J±μ

2(�±G−1)a
μ J±μ

−(G−1)iμ J±μ

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (5.6)

On the left-hand side of this equation we split the index μ in
a and i components because in the T-dual picture the index
a has a different position, it is now up. T-dual currents are
written between the brackets to make a distinction between a
left subscript a denoting partial T-dualization and summation
indices in the subspace spanned by xa .

We can obtain the information about T-dual NS–R back-
ground fields from the lower D components of the above
equation. In order to find the solution of these equations it is
more practical to rewrite them using the block-wise form of
matrices given in the appendix and Ref. [35],
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−g̃ab (a J )b± + 2(β1)a
i (a J )±i

= 2

(
β̃ ± 1

2

)
a

b J±b + 2(β1)a
i J±i ,

−2(βT
1 )i b (a J )b± + γ̄ i j (a J )± j = γ ia J±a + γ̄ i j J± j .

(5.7)

From Eq. (3.18) of [35]

(aG
−1)μν =

(
gab −2(BG−1)a

j

2(G−1B)i b (G−1)i j

)

=
(

g̃ −2β1

−2βT
1 γ̄

)
, (5.8)

(A.4) and (A.7), we find the components of aG−1, G−1 and
BG−1, respectively. In the first equation on right-hand side
for (�±G−1)a

i just stands for (β1)a
i because δa

i = 0.
The difference

(a J )±i − J±i = (γ̄ −1)i j

[
γ ja J±a + 2(βT

1 ) j b (a J )b±
]
,

(5.9)

obtained from the second equation, we put in the first equa-
tion, which produces

2

[(
β̃ ± 1

2

)
− β1γ̄

−1γ

]
a

b J±b

= −
(
g̃ − 4β1γ̄

−1βT
1

)
ab

a J
b±. (5.10)

From the definition of the quantity Aab (A.11) we get

(a J )b± = 2

[
−A−1(β̃ ± 1

2
) + A−1β1γ̄

−1γ

]bc
J±c. (5.11)

Using the expression Aab = ĝab (proved in [35]) and Eq.
(A.12), we recognize the ab block component of Eq. (5.2).
Therefore, with the help of (5.3) it is easy to see that

(a J )b± = 2 a�
bc∓ J±c = κ θ̂bc± J±c. (5.12)

Note that now the T-dual current a J
μ̂
± is of the form

a J
μ̂
± = ± 2

κ
a�

αμ̂
± aπ±α, (5.13)

where

a�
αμ̂
+ ≡ a�

αμ̂, a�
αμ̂
− ≡ a�̄

αμ̂, aπ+α ≡ πα,

aπ−α ≡ •π̄α, (5.14)

and as before

J±μ = ± 2

κ
�α±μπ±α. (5.15)

Therefore, the a components of the T-dual NS–R fields are
of the form

a�
αa = κθ̂ab+ �α

b , a�̄
αa = κ a�

α
βθ̂ab− �̄

β
b . (5.16)

Substituting (5.11) into (5.9) we obtain

(a J )±i − J±i =
(
γ̄ −1 + 4γ̄ −1βT

1 A−1β1γ̄
−1
)
i j

γ jb J±b

− 4

[
γ̄ −1βT

1 A−1(β̃ ± 1

2
)

]
i

a J±a . (5.17)

With the help of (A.13) Eq. (5.17) transforms into

(a J )±i − J±i

= 2

[
1

2
D−1γ − 2γ̄ −1βT

1 A−1
(

β̃ ± 1

2

)]
i

a J±a .

(5.18)

From the i
a component of (5.2) and (5.3) we finally have

(a J )±i = J±i − 2κ�∓ibθ̂
ba± J±a . (5.19)

As in the previous case, using the expressions for the currents
(5.13) and (5.15), the final form of the T-dual fields is

a�
α
i = �α

i − 2κ�−ibθ̂
ba+ �α

a ,

a�̄
α
i = a�

α
β(�̄

β
i − 2κ�+ibθ̂

ba− �̄β
a ). (5.20)

Equations (5.16) and (5.20) are in full agreement with the
results from Ref. [9] given by Eqs. (2.70) and (2.71).

The upper D components of Eq. (5.6) produce the same
result for T-dual background fields.

5.3 T-dual R–R field strength Fαβ

Using the relations aH = T aHT a and a J± = T a J± we
obtained the form of the NS–NS and NS–R T-dual back-
ground fields of type II superstring theory. But we know
from the Buscher T-dualization procedure that the T-dual R–
R field strength a Fαβ has the form given in Eq. (2.72). In
this subsection we will derive this relation within the double
space framework.

The R–R field strength Fαβ appears in the action (2.13)
coupled with the fermionic momenta πα and π̄α along which
we do not perform T-dualization. Therefore, we did not dou-
ble these variables. It is an analog of the i j-term in approach
of Refs. [27–29] where xi coordinates are not doubled. Con-
sequently, as in [27–29] we should make some assumptions.
Let us suppose that the fermionic term L(πα, π̄α) is sym-
metric under exchange of the R–R field strength Fαβ with its
T-dual a Fαβ

L = e
�
2 πα Fαβπ̄β + e

a�
2 aπα a F

αβ
aπ̄β ≡ L + aL,

(5.21)

for some Fαβ and a Fαβ . This term should be invariant under
the T-dual transformation

aL = L + �L. (5.22)
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Taking into account the fact that two successive T-dualizations
are the identity transformation, we obtain from (5.22)

L = aL + a�L. (5.23)

Combining the last two relations we get

a�L = −�L. (5.24)

If �L has the form �L = πα �αβπ̄β and consequently

a�L = aπα a�
αβ

aπ̄β , then with the help of the first relation
of Eq. (2.48) we obtain the condition for �αβ

a�
αβ = −�αγ

a�γ
β. (5.25)

Therefore, we should find the combination of background
fields with two upper spinor indices which under T-dualization
transforms as in (5.25). Using the expression for the NS–
R fields (2.70) and the equation (a θ̂±)ab = 2

κ
�∓ab =

1
κ2 (θ̂−1± )ab [see the T-dual of (5.4) and (A.10)], it is easy
to check that there are D different solutions,

�
αβ
d = c�α

a θ̂ab− �̄
β
b , (5.26)

where d = 1, 2, . . . D and c is an arbitrary constant.
Consequently, when we T-dualize d dimensions xa (a =
0, 1, . . . d − 1), from (5.22) we can conclude that the T-dual
R–R field strength has the form

e
a�
2 a F

αβ =
(
e

�
2 Fαγ + c�α

a θ̂ab− �̄
γ

b

)
a�γ

β. (5.27)

For c = 4κ we obtain the agreement with Eq. (2.72). Note
that the fermionic term Ld(πα, π̄α) depends on d, the number
of directions along which we perform T-duality, just in Refs.
[27–29].

6 Conclusion

In this article we showed that the new interpretation of the
bosonic T-dualization procedure in the double space formal-
ism offered in [35,36] is also valid in the case of type II
superstring theory. We used the ghost free action of type II
superstring theory in a pure spinor formulation in the approx-
imation of quadratic terms and constant background fields.
One can obtain this action from the action (2.7), which could
be considered as an expansion in powers of fermionic coor-
dinates. In the first part of the analysis we neglect all terms
in the action containing powers of θα and θ̄ α . This approx-
imation is justified by the fact that the action is a result of
an iterative procedure in which every step results from the
previous one. Later, when we discuss proper fermionic vari-
ables, taking higher power terms we restore supersymmetric
invariants (�μ

±, dα , d̄α) as variables instead of ∂±xμ, πα and
π̄α .

We introduced the double space coordinate ZM =
(xμ, yμ) adding to all bosonic initial coordinates, xμ, the

T-dual ones, yμ. Then we rewrote the T-dual transformation
laws (3.8) in terms of double space variables (3.12) intro-
ducing the generalized metric HMN and the current J±M .
The generalized metric depends only on the NS–NS back-
ground fields of the initial theory. The current J±M contains
fermionic momenta πα and π̄α , along which we do not make
a T-dualization, and it depends also on NS–R background
fields. The R–R background fields do not appear in T-dual
transformation laws.

The coordinate index μ is split in a = (0, 1, . . . d−1) and
i = (d, d + 1, . . . D − 1), where index a marks subsets of
the initial and T-dual coordinates, xa and ya , along which we
make T-dualization. T-dualization is realized as permutation
of the subsets xa and ya in the double space coordinate ZM .
The main require is that T-dual double space coordinates

a ZM = (T a)MN ZN satisfy the transformation law of the
same form as the initial coordinates ZM . From this condition
we found the T-dual generalized metric aHMN and the T-
dual current a J±M . Because the initial and T-dual theory
are physically equivalent, aHMN and a J±M should have the
same form as the initial ones, H and J±M , but in terms of the
T-dual background fields. It produces the form of the NS–
NS and NS–R T-dual background fields in terms of the initial
ones which are in full accordance with the results obtained
by the Buscher T-dualization procedure [9,10].

The supersymmetry case is not a simple generalization of
the bosonic one, but it requires some new interesting steps.
The origin of the problem is the different T-duality transfor-
mations of the world-sheet chirality sectors. It produces two
possible sets of vielbeins in the T-dual theory with the same
T-dual metric. These vielbeins are related by a particular local
Lorentz transformation which depends on T-duality transfor-
mation and of which the determinant is (−1)d , where d is the
number of T-dualized coordinates. Therefore, when we per-
form T-dualization along an odd number of coordinates then
such transformation contains a parity transformation. Con-
sistency of T-duality with supersymmetry requires chang-
ing one of two spinor sectors. We redefine the bar spinor
coordinates, a θ̄ → •

a θ̄
α = a�

α
βθ̄β , and the variable aπ̄α ,

aπ̄α → •
aπ̄α = a�α

βπ̄β . As a consequence the bar NS–
R and R–R background fields include a� in their T-duality
transformations. For an odd number of coordinates d along
which T-dualization is performed, a� changes the chirality
of the bar gravitino �̄α

μ and the chirality condition for Fαβ .
We need it to relate type IIA and type IIB theories.

The transformation law (3.12) induces the consistency
condition which can be considered as equation of motion
of the double space action (3.21). It contains an arbitrary
term depending on the undualized variables L(πα, π̄α). This
is in analogy with the term ∂+xi�+i j∂−x j in the approach
presented in Refs. [27–29]. Therefore, to obtain the T-dual
transformation of the R–R field strength Fαβ we should
make some additional assumptions. Supposing that the term
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L(πα, π̄α) is T-dual invariant and taking into account that
two successive T-dualizations act as the identity operator, we
found the form of the T-dual R–R field strength up to one
arbitrary constant c. For c = 4κ we get the T-dual R–R field
strength a Fαβ as in the Buscher procedure [9].

A T-duality transformation of the R–R field strength Fαβ

has two contributions in the form of square roots. The contri-

bution of the dilaton produces the term
√

|∏d
i=1 Gaiai |. On

the other hand the contribution of the spinorial representation
of a Lorentz transformation a� contains the same expression

without the absolute value id
√∏d

i=1 Gaiai . Therefore, the T-

dual R–R field strength a Fαβ , besides a rational expression,

contains the expression id
√

sign(
∏d

i=1 Gaiai ) (2.89). If we
T-dualize along the time-like direction (G00 > 0), the square
root does not produce an imaginary unit i , not canceling the
one in front of the square root. Therefore, T-dualization along
the time-like direction maps type II superstring theories to
type II� ones [37].

The successive T-dualizations make a group called the T-
duality group. In the case of type II superstring T-duality,
transformations are performed by the same matrices T a as
in the bosonic string case [35,36]. Consequently, the corre-
sponding T-duality group is the same.

If we want to find a T-dual transformation of Fαβ with-
out any assumptions, we should follow the approach of
[35,36] and, besides all bosonic coordinates xμ, double
also all fermionic variables πα and π̄α . In other words,
besides bosonic T-duality we should also consider fermionic
T-duality [53–59].
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Appendix A: Block-wise expressions for background
fields

In order to simplify notation we will introduce notations for
the component fields following Ref. [35].

For block-wise matrices there is a rule for inversion,

(
A B
C D

)−1

=
(

(A − BD−1C)−1 −A−1B(D − CA−1B)−1

−D−1C(A − BD−1C)−1 (D − CA−1B)−1

)
.

(A.1)

For the metric tensor and the Kalb–Ramond background
fields we define

Gμν =
(
G̃ab Gaj

Gib Ḡi j

)
≡
(
G̃ GT

G Ḡ

)
(A.2)

and

Bμν =
(
b̃ab baj
bib b̄i j

)
≡
(
b̃ −bT

b b̄

)
. (A.3)

We also define the notation for inverse of the metric,

(G−1)μν =
(

γ̃ ab γ aj

γ ib γ̄ i j

)
≡
(

γ̃ γ T

γ γ̄

)
, (A.4)

and for the effective metric

GE
μν = Gμν − 4Bμρ(G−1)ρσ Bμν =

(
g̃ab gaj
gib ḡi j

)
≡
(
g̃ gT

g ḡ

)
.

(A.5)

Note that because Gμν is the inverse of Gμν we have

γ = −Ḡ−1Gγ̃ = −γ̄GG̃−1,

γ T = −G̃−1GT γ̄ = −γ̃GT Ḡ−1,

γ̃ = (G̃ − GT Ḡ−1G)−1, γ̄ = (Ḡ − GG̃−1GT )−1,

G̃−1 = γ̃ − γ T γ̄ −1γ, Ḡ−1 = γ̄ − γ γ̃ −1γ T . (A.6)

It is also useful to introduce a new notation for the expres-
sion

(BG−1)μ
ν =

(
b̃γ̃ − bT γ b̃γ T − bT γ̄

bγ̃ + b̄γ bγ T + b̄γ̄

)
≡
(

β̃ β1

β2 β̄

)
.

(A.7)

We denote by a hat expressions similar to the effective
metric (A.5) and non-commutativity parameters but with all
contributions from the ab subspace,

ĝab = (G̃ − 4b̃G̃−1b̃)ab, θ̂ab = − 2

κ
(ĝ−1b̃G̃−1)ab. (A.8)

Note that ĝab �= g̃ab because g̃ab is a projection of gμν on the
subspace ab. It is extremely useful to introduce background
field combinations,

�±ab = Bab ± 1

2
Gab

θ̂ab± = − 2

κ
(ĝ−1�̃±G̃−1)ab = θ̂ab ∓ 1

κ
(ĝ−1)ab, (A.9)

which are inverses to each other

θ̂ac± �∓cb = 1

2κ
δab . (A.10)

The quantity Aab is defined as

Aab = (g̃ − 4β1γ̄
−1βT

1 )ab. (A.11)

One can prove the relation [35]

(g̃−1β1D
−1)ai = (ĝ−1β1γ̄

−1)ai , (A.12)
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where Di j is defined in Eq. (3.21) of [35],

Di j = (γ̄ − 4βT
1 g̃−1β1)

i j ,

(D−1)i j =
(
γ̄ −1 + 4γ̄ −1βT

1 A−1β1γ̄
−1
)
i j

. (A.13)
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